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Swfa ss 12x42 zero stop

Two Sniper's Hide users, TimK and Skullybones, designed a zero stop solution in the form of a shim kit for fixed magnification and 3-15x FFP SWFA SS optics. A zero stop is a mechanism that physically prevents you from diabeing as high as your optics beyond your zero. This is extremely useful in precision optics that may require the
user to rotate their lifting tower in order to dial their drug. It is easy to lose sight of your revolutions and find yourself completely lost on your dial without such a system. The SWFA SS optical line is already well known as a very high-value optical line and this new zero stop shim kit adds a whole new layer of functionality to these optics.
Contact timkulinstudios@aol.com order a kit for $20 shipped CONUS. Tim Kulin makes a set of Delrin zero stop shims for SWFA SS fixed power scopes. I have a set in my SS 10X scope and they work great. He's got a YouTube video for installation, but. I need to order a second set for my other SWFA scope. Start young, hunt hard, and
enjoy God's reward. Top criticsCritical Tos› Zeuki12.0 of 5-starMine didn't live up to the hype. Revised in the United States on July 15, 2018, I heard so many good things about this scope that I bought one for my new rifle. I'm going straight to the place. The construction is decent, I like the rctice. The clarity is very poor. I can barely see
my 100-yard strikes while I'm zeroing in and carrying tests. There is no crispness in the long-range focus. I can find brilliantly painted steel targets but finding vermin or other targets camouflaged in this scope would be difficult. Target edges and colors are blurry from 100 to 1000 yards, even on a cold day it's like looking through a heavy
heat mirage. Bullet trace is hard to detect. Of all the brilliant reviews I can have just got a bad one I don't know, I'm not impressed. I tried for a few months, now I'm looking for your replacement. In addition, the finish was easily scratched while placing it on the rings, it was no big deal. but for a robust scope of use it sews a little thin. I do not
recommend, unless maybe you can choose to finger one? There was a thread about these both on the old site and on the old site. I couldn't find him here, so I'm starting a new one. If this violates some political mods, please kill him. I make zero stops for a number of SWFA scopes. Details are below. Non-HD fixed power models - all over
the line. $22/Sep 3-15 X 42 $22/Sep 3-9 X 42 $34/Sep 5-20 $24/set Note that SWFA recently declared the use of the shims at 5-20 as approved. No more warranty issues. There is an installation video here: Note that the video is for the original fixed power scopes, but the basic procedure is similar all different scopes. The actual number
of shims and marks varies from model to model. Asking is easy. We accept PayPal PayPal and all kinds of paper money, including personal checks and money orders. To request, use your preferred method and send the appropriate quantity timkulinstudios@aol.com or physical address below. Tim Kulin 2790 Wood Valley Court
Woodland Park, CO 80863 When ordering, be sure to include your shipping address. You wouldn't believe how many people forget. Please also note if the towers of its scope are in MOA or milrads. If you do not specify, we will assume thousand rad. We usually ship until the next day after receiving your order. We ask for attention in the
use of the information provided. Last edit: Nov 27, 2019 Reactions: 0dd and SewerRat71 +1 for these shims. Great product! I'd like a variety of fine shims. I'm stopping about 1mill and a few clicks below my zero. I had enjoyed throwing a super thin shim and stopping daunted near my zero. not sure if they need moa marked or mill it seems
that money can be saved you send everyone a pile of shims. Are these available for hd 5-20 scopes, or are they the same as the 3-9? 3-9 and 5-20 are not the same. SWFA didn't like what we did on 5-20 and said their use would void the warranty. So is there any clue to any kind of zero stop for the 5-20HD? Really hoping there's a way
to do it, or can it still be done with the shims, but just voiding the warranty? .... I have a set of these and they are great! Tim is an amazing guy and you must be confident working with him! Perfect Zero Stops Put a set in my great 3-15 scope feature to have thank you so much for making my scope even better now. I know someone who
needs a bit for his Swfa I'll put a bug in his Ear Bump Tim, I just got the set for a 3-9x42, and as expected I'm very pleased! thanks, just got an SS 3x15 mil/mil (first time away from moa i was nervous but after using it just a little really seems more intuitive, i was just afraid to change i think) , was looking around on youtube, and found tim's
video with links back here... and then I saw the old order system PayPal, so I found it again on Ebay selling the shims, and finally ordered some. (they have not yet arrived, but I have high hopes) Tim informed me that they are now offering stops for the 5-20HD and the 3-9. (SWFA SS) Just make sure you tell him if it's in MOA or MIL.
Thank you Tim! Now I won't have to quesiton myself if I diawed back down after I was done at halftime. That's amazing. Tagged received my set of zero stop and they are tastic fan dangle.. I'm glad I found them in the bay. Super idea. Thank you so much for a great item... I have 4 SWFA SS scopes and was excited to hear about Tim
Kulin's Zero Stop shims. Tim is an exceptional individual and I would do business with him any day! Thank you Tim for the wonderful product and a quick turn. I have some of these. The marks on them do not correspond to what they performed, but that that means it took more than a minute to install. In less than five minutes, it works, I'm
happy. Thank you for doing this. TimK took me while posted after my purchase. Those shims are the meoting cats! It's worth every penny and the ease of installation is amazing. Brings me back to 2 clicks of dead zero. And it's very repeatable. Tim was very quick and courteous. Besides everything I expected. Has anyone tried this on the
HD 10x42 model or do you know if it works? I'll tell you what, buy a set, and if they don't work I'll refund your PayPal payment and you can throw them or give them away. I think they're going to work, but they're only 90% sure. The only catch is that you have to tell me the results so I can update my compatibility list. Reactions: Yasherka
Tell you what, buy a set, and if they don't work I'll refund your PayPal payment and you can throw them or give them away. I think they're going to work, but they're only 90% sure. The only catch is that you have to tell me the results so I can update my compatibility list. I'm in the game! Payment sent. I'll let you know what it's like. I just
made an order for 2 sets of Tim off EBAY. Go see how they do. I'll tell you what, buy a set, and if they don't work I'll refund your PayPal payment and you can throw them or give them away. I think they're going to work, but they're only 90% sure. The only catch is that you have to tell me the results so I can update my compatibility list. I
tried the set of shims on my scope SWFA SS HD 10x42 last night, and they work great! I managed to score a zero stop with about 0,400 trips without problems. I think it's safe to say that the HD 10x42 model is fully supported. Thank you! Ordered a set on Monday received today. Installed perfectly on a Milquad 10x42. Stop at my 100
yards zero. Thank you, Tim. tibosaurus rex did a little review last week. Here's the link: have you tried to approach The SWFA and make them sell their kits as an add on directly through their website? you may lose some revenue/by - as apposed to a direct consumer model, but it looks like you would make a killing if they carried your
product. Anyway, Thx Tim, my rifle is still out on the blacksmith for a job in bed and it's time I found what I did with the shims I ordered from you so I can put them to use. I'm still excited to be able to stop anything in my optics. Reactions: Bulldog10 Thank you Tim. I ordered another set. These kits work great and are great additions to SS
scopes! I found out about it on youtube, asked for a set. Can't wait to try them out and thank you! You surfed the safe house yesterday... and asked shims last night. They sent it this morning and I can't wait to give them a spin! I ordered the shim in June. I got it a few days later. So far so good! The installation was easy. I ordered a second
set yesterday. They work as advertised and give me less chance of screwing everything up going to zero. End of this month will be my first PRS club match in Midland, Tx. I am very happy to have the zero stop on my SWFA. Tim, I'm going to take a set to the Non HD 10X. PayPal on how Eric P. payment sent via PayPal for 10x HD
thousand Last edition: Jul 20, 2017 I received a set of these shims this week. Easy to install, work great! Recommend! I guess I can't convince you to offer a set of shims to the Weaver 3-15 Tactical, can I? Tim, I saw in the thread that some new scopes have been added to the list, specifically the 5-20 and 3-9 HD models, so I thought I'd
ask. Is there currently a kit available for the SWFA SS HD 1-6x24 Tactical 30mm Thousand riflescope version? Is there one in progress? There was virtually no interest in any of these other scopes like 3-9 and 5-20. As a result, we are running them only about once a year. We don't have a 1-6 kit. Tim, it looks like a great addition to an SS.
Do you make a set for a fixed 12x42MQ? Thanks hello, I ordered a set last Sunday and had them in my mailbox on Thursday.zero'd the rifle today and the installation is extremely fácil.eu I will be ordering from TIM again when I buy another scope.these are a great product at a great price. scott Any feedback from users with the 5-20x50
Hd? I'm contemplating this scope purchase and the lack of a zero stop is my main shutdown.... Good afternoon. Today I made an order for 10X42 HD. It's a shame there's no international delivery. When I get it, I'll definitely leave feedback on how it works. Thank you, good afternoon. Today I made an order for 10X42 HD. It's a shame
there's no international delivery. When I get it, I'll definitely leave feedback on how it works. Thanks Hey buddy I also sent a message to Tim about sending them to Australia but he won't. How are you getting around this? I take it you're not in the States? I was going to put a WTB in the sale section to see if I could buy them from someone
second hand for my fixed swfa 12. Last edit: September 13, 2017 This is a request to the recipient in the USA. Very strange, but for some reason the premise has not yet been received. Nine days have passed since dispatch. 5-20 are back in stock for those who have asked. This is an order for the recipient in the USA. Very strange, but
for some reason the premise has not yet been received. Nine days have passed since dispatch. I spoke to your local. Have they been received yet? Good afternoon Tim, I saw you mentioned that you had SS 5-20 HD shims back in stock. My question is, as I had seen from you earlier that the use of these would void the warranty. Is that
still the case? Thanks Good Afternoon Tim, I saw you mentioned that you had SS 5-20 HD shims back in stock. My question is, I had seen from you previously that the use of these would void the warranty. Is that still the case? Thanks, I have the same question, if everything is good I'm am There was no change in warranty status. The
use will still void. That said, I haven't heard of a person who's had problems, and we sell many, many sets. Good afternoon, Tim! I got the package! The rings work perfectly! I'm so glad they have me now! Thank you very much! Please reply to me the email Page 2 Another customer satisfied here with the 3-15x42. I just bought these
shims for my SWFA scope. Great product! The Ebay listing has expired. If someone tried to buy it that way and had problems, it should be fixed. Tim, so to clarify, which scopes have an voided warranty using the shims, and which ones don't? He also wondered about an updated status on the transportation of shims outside the U.S.
Thank you. 5-20 voids the warranty. Everything we offer is good to go. After a long delay in production, the scenarios for 3-9 are ready to be shipped. Tim, I sent you $22 for an SS 3-15 zero stop kit via PayPal. Thanks I've had a set of these on my SS 12X42 MOA for about 3 months now and they're amazing. I just ordered a MOA 3-
15X42 and ordered another set the same day. The only thing the swfa scopes needed was a zero stop... and now I have it for $22, awesome! My zero stop kit arrived today and is super easy to install. I followed the instruction in the video and it works as champion going back to zero. I just got my set today, the job is great and the
transport was fast. Go order another set. This needs to be adhesive for later. definitely will be buying a set later I received mine in putting them on this weekend. As easy as stealing candy from a child. It worked perfectly. The only aspect I felt was missing in my swfa scopes is now fixed! Thank you Tim! Great product and great service!
Jeff's going to order a set now. Thank you. Ordering a set now for the Fixed Power SS scope... Ordering some for a fixed 10x42 thousand. I ordered... is there a set for the SWFA SS HD 5-20x50 ? I ordered... is there a set for the SWFA SS HD 5-20x50 ? I believe he sells a set, but SWFA says he's going to void his warranty. I have a
SWFA HD 5-20 and i passed due to SWFA saying that they are not recommended. They allowed this for all the rest of their scopes, so I think they see something in the HD 5-20 that makes them worry that they could damage the scope. It's not worth the IMHO risk. Reactions: True bjay on the 5-20. SWFA doesn't like stops in this scope.
The truth is that there are many of them out there running the stops without problems. It seems that as long as you are kind to the tower and do not hit with high torque against the stops everything is fine. You know, treat him like the precision optical instrument he is! Reactions: daredevil, patriot07 and minn_wild1 Tim - sorry for just
getting to write a but I ordered the shims for the 12x in February and installed them in about 5 minutes. Super easy installation and they work like a charm. just started shooting matches for the first time this year and and have been a god send. I can't recommend this enough and thanks for doing them! Does the set for the 3-15 work for
SFP and FFP? Yes, the towers are the same as I can say. Hello Tim, request made. Good thing you left with one for the 1-4 Power! Crazy week. I'm a fan of wool NF, but this week I bought a Bushnell and an SWFA. The Bushy is very good, and I have high hopes for the SWFA, will probably put him in a .22. I ordered a set of shims today,
got a quick response email from Tim. I look forward to trying them out. I bought a set of shims for the SS HD 10x42 that I have been coming from. Tim warned me that the transport could be squirrel and could take up to two weeks. I've got the shim in three days. Excellent. Waiting for my scope so I can put them to good use. I'll update with
my findings as soon as I install them. David Mine arrived in 3 days too, great service. My scope arrived today too, and I hope to ride it and zero'd soon. Sounds good so far. Zero'd my scope today. I tried to remember the instructions I saw last week on how to install the shims. It worked perfectly, and now my scope is .4 below zero. I really
prefer 1-2 mils below zero, but .5 is what I used to go with, so.4, after a try, looks pretty good to me. The shims are well finished and clearly labeled, which I really appreciate. If I get another SWFA scope, I'll definitely have another shim kit. Good thing at a fair price. SLG, I'm curious to hear your thoughts on the SWFA scope after you have
some time behind it. Which model did you order? SLG, I'm curious to hear your thoughts on the SWFA scope after you have some time behind it. Which model did you order? I have the 3-15 Thousand/thousand SFP as well as the 5-20 FFP mil/mil. Looks like I'm out of luck on stop zero for the 5-20:-( The 3-15 is on a CZ 452. It's almost
perfect for that role. I haven't competed with that weapon yet, so 15X allows me to do everything I want for about 337 yards. At that distance, the only viable .22 target I actually have is a 10 card, so mag isn't really a problem. The center point is less than a .22 hole, so it's very accurate up close. So far, it tracks very well, and the glass is
actually pretty good for such a cheap scope. I really could do without the central diamond, and some of the subvoltages are less than intuitive, but again, it's a cheap scope and is a bit dated. Overall, I'm very happy with this, although it can be moved to an AR .22, and I can try a Midas on cz. I'd put a 5-20 SHV on it in the blink of an eye if
they did a thousand/thousand version, but they don't. I would also like the NF to be less stingy with the thousand tics on the SHV line. I'm also looking for a decent Mil/Mil option for 452. Do you have any problem releasing screws with the 3-15? Or are you running high rings with some kind of cheek riser? I also wish nf would be less stingy
with Mil Mil on the SHV line. I'm also looking for a decent Mil/Mil option for a 452. Do you have any problem releasing screws with the 3-15? Or are you running high rings with some kind of cheek riser? No release problems, and I'm running very low rings, since the 419 rail already sets quite high. The SWFA branches are quite primitive,
but I think highly of the SFP 3-15, especially for .22 use. I use a cheek pad, with a little foam underneath. Payment sent from 12x,000 and 1-4,000 sets. Thanks again. What is the price of a set for the 5-20? New on this site. I have two sets of these tim shims. 10x42 and a SWFA SS 16x42. They were easy to put in place and work well.
Tim was very sensitive to my questions. You're going to put more of these scopes on my rifles now that a zero stop solution is available. Rick r Tim, does that mean that soon you can have shims for the SWFA SS HD 1-6x24? No. The 1-4 and 1-6 use very thin pitch lines. The shims end up on thin paper and are extremely difficult to make.
Interesting news. Skylar at SWFA declared the stops for the 5-20 as good to go now. Their use will no longer void your warranty. Thank you Skylar! And this is exactly the news I was hoping to hear. ORDER MADE! This is a great idea loved my HD 5x20 but hated getting lost in the towers. If I had still mine I would have def grabbed these
was a big piece of glass. Kudos! Interesting news. Skylar at SWFA declared the stops for the 5-20 as good to go now. Their use will no longer void your warranty. Thank you Skylar! Great news! Order coming! Page 3 Received three sets of shims 4 days after ordering them. Looks great and easy to use. I received my set on Tuesday, now
just to find time to assemble it and try it out. Thanks Tim for the very quick reply! Sent the next day. Wow! I just ordered a set for the 3-15x, looking forward to trying it out, thanks for your quick email and shipping, Tim! I ordered a set of these on Sunday night and this morning I received an email saying they would send it today. Tim just
sent money to the 5-20hd I did not include details on whether it is for moa or thousand.so I realized that they only come with a thousand in these scopes... good deal! I e-mailed Tim before ordering shims, really nice guy and helped me. Kit came faster than expected and was a breeze to install. if you ate thinking about buying a kit, no
more, just ask! It is worth the money and you will be very pleased. I ordered a set of these on Sunday night and this morning I received an email saying they would send it today. These came in the mail today. It only took a few minutes to install. The different thicknesses are bright. It only took a few minutes to get what I wanted, so I have
a few clicks available below zero. Tim, a scream. Thanks for the Stop for the HD 5-20, it worked perfect and helping me fix my 12 fixed buttons with the spin over. Thank you Ken Just Just to echo all other positive comments. Shims really add the finishing touch to SS scopes. High quality, super fast shipping, and Tim is a stand up guy too!



I highly recommend it! Tim, thanks for sending this so fast... I just picked up the shims for the Scope SWFA SS 3-15x42 and watched your installation video where you claim there are 6 total shims (3,2,1,1,2 and 2x 1/4). My kit only had 5 shims instead of 6. The 5 shims are labeled 2, 1, +1, +1/2 and +1/4 where 1 and +1 are significantly
different thicknesses. I'm assuming that the thicker shims labeled 2 and 1 are full tower revolutions and the +1, +1/2, and +1/4 are Mil equivalents. Are my assumptions above correct? Did I get the full kit for the 3-15x42 or am I missing some shim? I'm giving this to a friend as a gift and want to make sure I got the full set for the 3-15 before
i give it to him. I would suggest that a summary of the contents of the kit be made (the scope kit is for, description of shim labeling, and amount of each type of shim included) part of the contents of the glass envelope sent with each shim kit... you could probably get nine copies of these content descriptions on each 8-1/2x11 sheet. This
would make it easier for your customers to confirm that they have received what was ordered and avoid confusion. Health, I just want to say that these are great and pretty much a must for swfa scopes if you're running the towers. I have them in all my swfa sights. Thank you Tim for the great product. Can anyone add any insight to the
questions about a 3-15x42 shim set that I had in the #112 above? You received the correct content. We've changed what we've sent, but we haven't updated the video yet. Your assumption about labeling is incorrect. You should use one or the other of the two thick shims. They are thick because they take some dead space in the tower.
The shim labeled 1 occupies dead space plus a revolution. The shim labeled 2 occupies the dead space plus two rotations. Use the thinner shims with a + before the number to adjust where the tower stops. They are not labeled not in mils, but in revolutions. Tim, thanks for the reply confirming that the kit is complete as received. Your
explanation clarifies my confusion. Have a nice day. I have two swfa 5-20's and I just put these zero stops on both. They worked perfect!! Thank you Tim. The shipping was faster than you quoted and the price was great. Reactions: Daredevil installed the shims on my SWFA fixed 10x today. Fantastic. Just a little mistake using the
different shims and have it dialed in just right. Thank you so much for offering this. I just bought the set of shims for my SS 10x42, works perfectly. Easy to install, couldn't be happier. Thanks, we changed the setting MOA assemblies. We were having about 1 in 10 customers who didn't have enough shims in the kit to get a good stop at
correct point. We changed one of the shims, doubling the thickness to go from a +1 to a +2, thus increasing our range by a complete tower revolution. I suspect that should eliminate the problem. Well, the first set couldn't have worked better and after my recent indulgence of SWFA Black Friday, I ordered a few more. Thanks again, Tim! I
need some sets for my scopes 1-4x not hd. I shot a 5k race and a gun yesterday and reached the first stage and failed to hit a 100 yd steel. You've never moved a tower before while i was running, but something happened this time and took my elevation out of everything. Zeroed rifle under moa the previous weekend so I knew it was
good. I'm sorry to say we can't support 1-4. The shims had to be paper thin, and we were losing more than half of them in the milling machine. This is the classic 1-4x has the same towers as the fixed scopes only a shorter design. When I measured the tower zeroed and then went down I would need a shim of 0.075. The +1 and +.5 of my
fixed power set give me the .070 I would need. I don't think I've ever had one of those on my hands! Looks like normal kits might work for you. I just asked for another set. I just saw you're in Tim Woodland Park, that's amazing. I spent my childhood going back and forth between Castle Rock and Lake George. Very cool I would like to ask
via check, I just wanted to confirm that the email address at post 1 is still accurate. They work great on my 16x SS. Mike Tim, I'm going to send you the payment for the shim set for the 3x9. Any other scopes you'd be interested in? How about sightron SIII? Looks like the guy who was making a zero stop for that scope stopped selling them
around the first year. Here's a video link that describes what it did: Sightron should be offering its new zero stop towers as an upgrade to existing scopes, but it looks like it will need a new shorter tower top to work. In addition to the expenses involved in this, some of us like our existing towers or have already spent the money to buy their
tactical accessory towers, so a cheap shim stop alternative may still be feasible. I just sent an order for the 5-20 i got on the way to SWFA. Thanks in advance Tim! This solves the only downside I had in my mind to this optics! I got my shims yesterday. It took exactly one week from the date of the order. I installed them in my scope 5-
20x50 HD SWFA SS today. They installed easily and the fit is perfect. Work exactly as advertised. Thank you Tim! I ordered 2 of the 3-15 and 1 fixed. You can't tell them apart and they're not labeled. Am I stupid? Are they all the same? Has anyone heard of Tim lately? Last July, I sent a to Tim about lending him my Sightron to see if he
could make some shims for it, but I never got an answer from him. Em Em time, I just thought he wasn't interested. Hasn't he sent any shims lately? My order in July was filled out, but I never heard from him/received shipping confirmation or anything etc. Page 4 Hmm I ordered on eBay at 9/5. Waiting for them to just appear You will have
at least some feature that way if something happens/does not happen. I PayPal F&amp;F'd directly from the post in Pg.1. You will have at least some resource that way in case something happens/does not happen. I PayPal F&amp;F'd directly from the post on Pg.1. I hope he's just hunting or something. I'm going to give it a few weeks. I
was glad this topic was brought back to the top as I need three sets for the 5-20. I'll follow until Chris reports back. I also placed a recent order (4/9/19) via direct payment PayPal by pg1 instructions. Pm'd Tim here and sent you an email too. I haven't heard anything back yet. I'll keep waiting. Give me the specs and I'll print them out for
you. funny I ordered a set on ebay last week too and sent several unanswered messages, let's hope we get what we pay for how long are you guys willing to wait? I have a set with a fixed 6 this week that worked fine on my 3-15 which is what I wanted a bit for, so I don't even need them anymore. I'm thinking that if mine isn't in my mailbox
today I'll have to open a dispute with eBay, but I hate doing that. well since I ordered my on the ninth and my account was charged immediately not much longer Well, since I used PayPal F&amp;F according to the OP instructions, I think I have to wait as long as it takes. There is no method to dispute this type of payment. Well, since I
used PayPal F&amp;F for the OP instructions, I think I have to wait as long as it takes. There is no method to dispute this type of payment. When I ordered several months ago, he never said to use f&amp;f. He told me not to do that. Well, they weren't there today. I just requested a refund through eBay, I have to give it up to 9/26 before
eBay increases. I hope he touches, life gets in the way sometimes. So is there any clue to any kind of zero stop for the 5-20HD? Really hoping there's a way to do it, or can it still be done with the shims, but just voiding the warranty? .... Go to the hardware store and grab a variety of rubber rings. Slide on the one that gets you closer to
zero when you fall. It's not perfect, but the cost is less than a dollar, plus the cost of gasoline to get to the hardware store. clicked on his block next to the first post in this conversation and says he was last seen at 9:07 this morning wondering what's wrong with which anyone heard of him? Strange by his profile it seems that is coming in
every day. He came in today. Guys with pending orders may want to contact a mod and see if they can get to it. Not to highjack this wire, but someone do them to aim III 6-24x50mm scope... I tried to ask from a one on this site a few years ago but I don't think he ever finished the project to make them... Dave not to highjack this wire, but
someone do them to aim III 6-24x50mm scope... I tried to ask from a guy on this site a few years ago, but I don't think he ever finished the project of making them... Dave, I can. I just need dimensions. Sorry i'm late for transport, folks. My supplier went south with a health emergency, and I was in the Middle East with bad comms. It was a
perfect storm of events. We're back on track to fill orders from Thursday or Friday. Moving on, I'll probably bring production in time soon. I've had the ability to do it with my current equipment for years, it was just easier to have my supplier do it. That defect is just the incentive I needed to bring it under my roof. Reactions: Genin, wb00757,
HeavyAssault and 5 others Sorry for the delay in shipping, friends. My supplier went south with a health emergency, and I was in the Middle East with bad comms. It was a perfect storm of events. We're back on track to fill orders from Thursday or Friday. Moving on, I'll probably bring production in time soon. I've had the ability to do it with
my current equipment for years, it was just easier to have my supplier do it. That defect is just the incentive I needed to bring it under my roof. I'm sure it's all right! Reactions: uncaj All bottom order except for the 5-20 have been filled and we are fully stocked. Thank you all for being so patient with us! Reactions: uncaj got my shims a few
days ago! Great quality. I can't wait to reset my 3-15x. Thank you Tim! I ordered two sets last week, i hope to have this week. I have 2 of the SS 3x15 42 Both in Browning 6.5 PRC 1 Hells Canyon Speed with moa and the other is an X-Bolt Pro Long Range Mil point. I'll update when I'm done. Great product. I'll buy it again if I get another
SWFA. Update: I ordered a set for my 3-15x42mm from Tim on October 8 via E-Bay and paid the same day. My set was delivered today, October 30th. So, three full weeks from order to delivery. And they work well. Thanks I ordered 2 sets off ebay, it took longer than Ebay said, but they came. ordered on the 22nd, sent first class on the
23rd, received on the 30th. I think it may be more of a USPS thing than a seller thing Just for everyone knows, if you order Monday to Friday before 4pm, I almost always ship on the same day. Never later than the next day. In an effort to keep the cost down I use the good old USPS. I'm at their mercy. Most packages are delivered in less
than a week, but some small percentage seems to take forever. to these clowns what's going on and the only answer I get is a shrug. You can request shipping as a package with tracking and all that jazz and add about $5 depending on where you are located. Reactions: Mike Islander just picked up my third set set an SS 3-15 from the
Black Friday sale of SWFA - Tim is ready to go. I bought this from Ebay. Sending from the moment of the order to have them on hand was only a matter of days! Thank you Tim! @TimK any idea how to do this for the Nightforce SHV 3-10x42? They're crying out for them at 24HoraCampfire! Reactions: tba Thank you Tim for the great
product and the quick turnaround. These are a must for your swfa! Thank you Tim! I appreciate it, i'm so sorry. Jim Order this past week and they showed up quickly! It works great. Thank you! Back on top for shameless product promotion. I ordered one for my fixed side focus 10?? Me too. There was a guy here, but he didn't send me a
message back are 5-20 available at the moment? Thank you! S I ordered mine 3 days ago and they showed up today. I fit well I used 3 sets of these and they all work exactly as described. Thank you! I just saw this on Ebay with a link to the cache, so I had to check. Will be ordering a set for 3-15 MOA!! Tim, any idea when they're going
back to stock again? @TimK, any chance of making shim sets for the Weaver Tactical 3-15 (part 800363)? I have one that I can send to you for prototyping purposes... Purposes...
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